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Fleet of Russian ships reported off Angolan coast
By The Associated Press
A lop ..Iluul of a Western-backed
movement in Angola said yesterday
that a fleet of Soviet ships believed
carrying weapons and Cuban troops to
aid the Communist-supported Popular
Movement (MPLA) has been sighted
30 miles off the Angolan port of
Lobito. Heavy fighting also was
reported in central, southern and
eastern Angola.
There
was
no
independent
verification of the claim of Soviet
ships off Angola, made by Jorge
Sangumba. the foreign minister of the
Union for the Total Independence of
Angola (UNITA) at a news conference
in Lusaka, Zambia. His faction, which

is allied with the National Front
(FNLA) holds Lobito.
IN
WASHINGTON.
U.S.
intelligence sources said the Cuban
troop airlift to Angola has been halted
for more than two weeks and six
Cuban ships were sighted en route to
Angola. Analysts were not certain
whether the airlift had finally ended or
was only temporarily suspended, but
they left open the possibility there
might be Cuban troops aboard the
ships.
Soviet transport flights had been
flying Cuban troops to AngoU almost
daily until Jan. 21, the sources said.
Cuban troop strength in Angola has
been estimated as high as 11,000.

In other developments:
-Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield criticized Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger for '"pointing the
finger" at Congress because it voted to
cut off funds for covert aid to
anti-Soviet
factions in
Angola.
Mansfield
(D-Mont.)
said
in
Washington that Congress will speak
its mind on foreign policy and
Kissinger must accept the fact.
KISSINGER said Wednesday in a
speech in Laramie, Wyo.. that
"Congress does not have the
oiganization. the information or the
responsibility for deciding the tactical
questions that arise daily in the
conduct of our foreign relations."

-Black congressman Charles Diggs
Jr. (D-Mich.). predicted the MPLA
would
eventually
become
the
recognized government in Angola.
-In Lisbon. West German Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher told a
news conference at the end of an
official visit that Bonn was "greatly
concerned" over Soviet and Cuban
intervention in Angola. He said West
Germany did not want what he called
neocolonialism to substitute for
colonialism in Africa.
-In the Angolan capital of Luanda.
British correspondents said the MPLA
marked the 15th anniversary of revolt
against Portuguese mle with a military
parade.

Complaints follow elections
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Larry estimations ol voter turnout
for yesterday's Student Government
Association (SGA) election indicate
that
about
1.800
students
participated. Two complaints were
resolved after the polls closed.
A complaint tiled by Mark Kerns,
candidate for student representative to
the Board of Trustees, against James
Gannon, candidate for vice-president;
Terry Mowery. candidate for student
representative and Bruce Burkliolder.
candidate
for
Student
Senate
charging illegal campaign practices

was withdrawn by Kerns. A complaint
against the Interested for Others (IFO)
ticket of which Gannon. Mowery and
Burkholder are members, filed by
Konald Ross, candidate for senate, was
decided to be invalid by the SGA
ejections and Opinions Board.
KERNS chaiged that campaign
literature with Gannon's. Mowery's
and Burkholder's names on it was
distributed within 100 feet of various
polling places on campus. In addition,
he charged that an IFO campaign
worker wearing a "sandwich" sign
walked within 1(H) feet of the polling
place in McDonald Quad.

Ill a closed session, the Llections
and Opinions Board heard testimony
from Kerns. Gannon,
Mowery.
Burkholder and James Metscher. an
IFO campaign worker who allegedly
wore the sandwich sign.
Kerns said he withdiew the
complaint because, since the votes
have already been cast, the people
with the meet votes deserve to win.
After the complaint was withdrawn-,.
Flections
and Opinions
Board
Chairman Kathleen Kearns said that in
the future, the board must make
campaign rules more clear to
candidates.
She added that the hoard should

have defined clearly how tar away
from the polls candidates or their
campaign workers may campaign at
each polling place.
The complaint tiled yesterday
against the IFO ticket by Ross charged
ili.it IFO campaign liiciaturc was
distributed illegally in the Krcischer
UU.KI dining hall.
('ampaipi rules state that "dining
halls and resttoonis should be
considered off limits" for distribution
of campaign literature.
Members of the IFO ticket preseni
explained that they were unaware that
the literature had been distributed in
the dining hall and did not know how
it got there.
KEARNS said that although
member! of I ticket are responsible for
the actions of their campaign workers,
the disqualification
of the entire
ticket would he unfair because the
literature was distributed at a time
jvliwi . Iheic were lew people.in .the
cafeteria and because the literature
was removed immediately after it was
distributed

Soviet-backed MPLA troops are welcomed by Angolans after
overpowering units of the pro-western FLNA forces. Soviet ships,
believed to he carrying more weapons and Cuban soldiers, have
been reported to be near the Angolan coast. (AP Wirephoto)

Necessity of RAs questioned
By Jan Cordaro
Editorial Editor

| (/f ftOUf

Students await their turns at the voting booths in Commons Cafeteria during
yesterday's SGA elections. An abnormally heav) voter turnout was observed
throughout the University. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

A questionnaire surveying student
altitudes and opinions about the
resident adviser (RA) program was
recently initiated and supervised by
the Residence _ Programs Office,
according
to
Fayetta
Paulsen,
coordinator of residence programs.
The News had learned that the
survey was prompted by allegations
from an unidentified member of the
University Board of Trustees that RAs
were
unnecessary
in
campus
dormitories.
PAULSEN SAID that no one ever
has mentioned trustee allegations to
her. University President Hollis Moore

Jr. and Dennis Bottanari, siudenl
representative to the Boaid of
Trustees, both said they knew nothing
about such allegations by any hoard
member. The secretary to the board
wasainavailahle for Comment.
Paulsen explained that the survey
was taken as part of the Residence
Programs office's budget preparations
for next year, adding that as yet, "I
have had no contact with the Board of
Trustees."
When budget considerations arise,
Paulsen said, the Residence Programs
Office must justify all its expenditures
This includes the cost of paying hall
directors, night guards, night clerks
and desk personnel as well as RAs.
She said that every year someone on
the budget committee questions the

coil ol having RAs and whether thai
CODI possibly could be reduced.
THE SURVEY was intended to
analyze and evaluate the effectiveness
of the current RA program and othei
residence hall services Result! of the
survey will he used to justify the cost
nl maintaining the RA staff, she said.
The questionnaire was not directed
toward specific RAs, Paulsen said, hul
was an effort to obtain a good
understanding of the students'
perceptions and reactions to the
overall RA program.
Paulsen said that of the 4,000
surveys distributed to dorm residents
about 2,100 have been returned.
Preliminary results arc "positive and
very supportive" of the RA program.

Reasons given for divorces, dissolutions differ
Editor'! note: The following is the
last of two stories examining divorce.
By Randi Weiner

According to federal figures, one
out of every four marriages ends in
divorce. In the period of Jan. I. 197$
to October 31, 1975, Wood County
granted 252 divorces and dissolutions.
One Bowling Green lawyer said that
there was no real difference between a
divorce, where the couple has stated
grounds, and a dissolution where (hey
do not. Anybody could get a divorce,
he said, and it did not matter whether
the couples could decide on a reason
or not.
1 he figures in (he cases at the Wood
County Common Pleas Court show
that 29 per cent of the divorces
granted were initiated by men, and
that the main reason given was gross
neglect and extreme cruelty (73.8 per
cent) and that, of the many reasons
women give to initiate the divorce,
70.2 per cent cited gross neglect and
extreme cruelty.
"GROSS NEGLECT and extreme
cruelty is more like a shotgun effect,"
the lawyer said. "It has no limit to
charges. You only have to prove what
you allege, and if you try to prove
adultery or something restricted like
that, arid what you prove is gross

neglect, and not adultery, you won't
get the divorce.
"Also, a woman's ego won't let her
be divorced," he added. "She'll be the
one to 'divorce that bastard', even if
the man were to initiate it. And after
all, the results are the same, regardless
of who gets the divorce."

Both divorce and dissolution;
AGE
PERCENTAGE
14-20
8.5
21-30
43.2
17.1
31-40
41-50
13.1
51-60
15.5
61-70
1.5

Desertion, adultry, fear of life and
habitual drunkenness are other reasons
women cite for divorce, but the
percentages of use of these grounds
fall under three per cent.
Contrary to popular opinion,
extreme mental cruelty is not a major
reason gjven for divorce, according to
Wood County statistics. Of the 252
cases surveyed, only 1.9 per cen(
included mental c.uelty. Desertion had
a higher percentage-2.8.

Dissolution only;

IN THE divorces and dissolutions
surveyed, 40 per cent of the couples
had cluldren-when all the statistics are
taken together. Separately, 46 per cent
had children in a dissolution, 35.4 per
cent in a divorce.
Taken together. 10.7 of the cases
surveyed showed that at least one of
(he pair had been married previously.
9.1 per cent in a dissolution. 12.5 in a
divorce.
A study of the ages of the people
getting
the
divorces
and/or
dissolutions at the present time went
like this: • •

AGE
14-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61.70

PERCENTAGES
8.9
54.5
17.9
12.7
4.5
1.4

Divorce only;
AGE
14-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70

PERCENTAGES
9.9
45.5
20.9
15.8
5.5
1.8

A study on years married went like this:
Both divorce and dissolution;
YEARS MARRIED
0-1
2-5
6-10

PERCENTAGES
9.1
43.2
20.2

11-20
21-30
3140

19.0
6.7
I.I

Dissolulion only:
YEARS MARRIED
0-1
2-5
6-10
11-20
21-30
3140

PERCENTAGES
6.5
46.2
24.0
13.9
8.3
.009

Divorce only;
YEARS MARRIED
0-1
2-5
6-10
11-20
12-30
3140

PERCENTAGES
II.1
41.0
17.4
22.9
5.S
1.4

AGE
14-20
21-30
3140
41-50
51-60

PERCENTAGES
51.8
39.2

s.:1

3.0
.01

Divorce only;
AGE
14-20
21-30
3140
41-50
51-60

PERCENTAGES
45.5
40.0
S.6
4.5
1.5

"It's nothin i: more than legalized
horse trading,' the lawyer said. "1
realize 1 sound pretty damn caustic."
"1 had a very dull, boring divoice.
not like some of them." Nancy
Hutchinson, a Whitehouse, O. resident,
said.
According
to
Wood
County
A study on (he age of the people at mar- Common Pleas bailiff Leonard blier.
riage went like this:
most of the divorces arc not "dramatic
stuff.
Both divorce and dissolution;
"WE DO have some interesting
AGE
PERCENTAGES
ones, though. 1 went out one morning
14-20
47.6
early and they (the married couple)
39.7
21-30
were sitting in here (the courtroom)
3140
7.4
arguing and the lawyer came in about
41-50
4.0
9:30 a.m. He tried (o quiet them
51-60
1.2
down. About 10:30 in the courtroom
the judge granted them a divorce and
Dissolution only;
in about 10 minutes they were over in

the (law) library trying to see if they
could gel married again. They were
about 45 or so.
"And with another couple, it was
filed and supposed to heard on the
26th and no one was going to be here
the 26th. So I called the lawyer and
told him the judge wasn't going to be
here. He told me. 'That's fine, we
couldn't have heard the case the 26th
anyway. He's in jail. He got mad and
pistol beat his wife.
"So that put it up to the 28th.
Friday. So Friday I got a letter from
the lawyer saying that they had made
up their differences and they were
back together. Tell me why people do
that." Filer said.
"You get some of the weirdest
things. Some small guy about
live-foot, five-one and a big six-foot,
• To page three

Weather
Today, mostly cloudy with a
chance of snow flurries, highs in
the low and mid 20s. Partly
cloudy tonight and tommorrow.
Lows tonight in the teens. Highs
tomorrow in the low and mid 20s
Chance of precipitation SO per
cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

Pa* im* BC Newi, Friday, February 6,1976

eDITGRiaLS
selfish salary request
Faculty Senate, in a selfish move Tuesday, voted to request a
faculty salary increase of 24.46 per cent to the Educational Budget
Committee. If the request is taken seriously by the committee and
approved by the Board of Trustees, University students ultimately
will suffer.
At the same time Provost Kenneth Rothe submitted statistics
which showed that of II Ohio state-supported universities, the
University ranks eighth in the amount of money that is allocated to
departmental operating budgets. He said that the University has
fallen behind state averages in this area by about $600,000.
Money for both faculty salaries and departmental operating
budgets comes from the same source, the Educational and General
Budget. That budget has its limits. There is no way the budget can
accommodate both an unreasonable faculty salary increase and
adequate funding for departmental operations.
Granted that the cost of living has increased and a salary increase
of some amount may be necessary, but to the tune of nearly 25 per
cent? It is ridiculous to expect the budget to account for additional
salary money and also pay for the rising costs of departmental
supplies and operating expenditures.
Approving Faculty Senate's full request will produce cutbacks in
areas that hardly can afford further financial depletion.
Several departments already have a small number of faculty
members in proportion to the number of-students they teach.
Faculty salary increases will prevent hiring additional faculty
members.
Even more frightening is the threat that specific courses or
programs will be curtailed because of the departmental budget
crunch.
The Educational Budget Committee realistically must consider the
impact
of a faculty salary increase and
make careful
recommendations to the president and the Board of Trustees.
Students should not be forced to carry the burden of extraordinary
faculty requests.

cia disclosures frightening
WASHINGTON - Ever since the
republic'! founding, the church and
the press have prided themselves on
their freedom from government. Now,
it turns out, things aren't as pristine as
the First Amendment would have you
believe. The CIA has infiltrated both
institutions.
The infiltration isn't universal but it
has angered and upset the officials of
major Protestant denominations and
the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops. There are about 35,000
Protestants and 7,200Catholics serving
in U.S. missions overseas, doing
everything from evangelizing to
medical work and food growing.
THE DISCLOSURE that even a few
missionaries had been surreptitiously
recruited to help the CIA can only
compromise the religious assignments
of all. Expulsions may result.
Mozambique, for example, already has
arrested three missionaries on spy
charges.
American news organizations have
just as much reason to be perturbed.
The House Intelligence Committee has
information that 11 CIA agents posed
as journalists on foreign duty last year.
Moreover, at least a dozen media
firms in broadcasting, newspapering
and magazine fields, are said to have
accepted CIA infiltration.
According to Sam Jaffee, former
television correspondent in Moscow
who admits an FBI connection, from
20 to 200 journalists may be on the
CIA's list of cooperative reporters. The
three television networks have denied

every American they send abroad.
Journalists, presumably, could be
required to do the same. But if the
CIA has used the cover of church and
press overseas, isn't it just as possible
thai the Agency (or the FBI) has done
(he same within the U.S.?
Perhaps all who wear the cloth or
carry a press card should take an oalh:
"I am not now and never have been a
spy"
their, involvement, but the whole
business is pretty serious, and
downright insidious.
IT'S HARD to prove, I suppose,
that the CIA has tinkered with the
gospel
message
of
American
missionaries or in manipulating the
shape of Walter Cronkite's nightly
news. But the appearance of CIA
influence, no matter how minor,
cannot but harm the usefulness of
missionaries
and
damage
the
credibility of news reports from
American correspondents abroad.
CIA infiltration of the church and
the press amounts lo compromising
the constitutional guarantees of
independence from government. It
must be stopped. But how?
Mission boards are talking about
requiring self-denying oaths from

BUT NOT ALL newsmen (and
possibly not all churchmen) could say
thai. Some journalists, like columnists
William Buckley and Tom Braden,
have made no secret of their
intelligence work during wartime
years.
.
Besides, as any fan of spy fiction
knows, your genuine CIA man is quite
likely to turn up wearing the cloak of
a journalist who has made a name for
himself by appearing to be a critic of
CIA activity. What could be a better
cover? An ideal agent is somebody
whose identity is least suspected.
The suggestion has been made thai
the news media should ferret out Ilie
names of all reporters and editors who
are working for the Agency or have
passed on tidbits of information.
Their identity, it's said, should be

made public and ihcy should be forced
out of the news business. Perhaps
religious organizations should do the
same.
IN MY OPINION, that would only
be a half-measure. Congress also could
pass a law making it a criminal offense
for any CIA official lo recruit spies
within the ranks of correspondents
and missionaries, or for using either
church or press as a cover for
intelligence agents.
Bui I have a hunch thai none of
these corrective measures would be a
permanent cure. A spy, by definition,
has lo operate under cover. So long as
we have spies, even American ones',
they will find a way to mask their true
identity.
Yet self-policing by church groups
and news organizations, plus a federal
statute prohibiting infiltration, will
help keep it lo a minimum.
It's lilting, in our bicentennial year,
thai we remind ourselves that liberty
requires constant vigjlance-sometimes
even against the interference of our,
own government.
Copyright,'l')76, Universal
Press Syndicate/Detroit News

medical panic refuted
By WHKam Barclay, M.D.*
Columnist
Mr.
Von
Hoffman's column
("Medicine in the service of pain," The
BG News, Jan. 13 1976) paints an
inaccurate picture and violates the
principles of good journalism by
seeking to create panic in the reader.
The prescribing of estrogens is not
"ghoulish"; physicians do not view
their patients as subjects out of whom
to "cut the uterus," "...strap lo an
operating table," or "...chop off the
breasts,"
• Contra*? to Mr. Von Hoffman's
view of the matter, estrogen hormones
do ameliorate certain unpleasanl
sensations, and retard decalcification
of the skeletal system thai occurs in
older women.
A POSSIBLE association between
estrogen administration and uterine
cancer
is
a
relatively
tecenl
observation and should not be Ihe
basis of a blanket condemnation of the
use of these drugs.
All drugs have undesirable side
effecls, and Ihe decision lo use a drug
must
be
made
afler
careful
consideration of the benefits in ratio
to the risk. The risk of malignancy

following estrogen administration is
far
less-according
to
current
.Lite -than that of malignancy from
cigarette smoking.
Millions of people have made a
decision that the pleasure of tobacco
use outweighs the risk of cancer, heart
disease and emphysema. This is a value
judgment open lo criticism but not the
kind of criticism thai Mr. Von
Hoffman levels.
The medical profession is deeply
divided on the matter of removing a
healthy organ because it is one wit'- a
high risk of becoming diseased.
A STRONG FAMILY i toofy of
cancer, evidence of precancerous
changes in an organ may influence a
surgeon lo advise removal of Ihe
organ. Thii is nol equivalent to a mass
allack by surgeons on unsuspecling
healthy people.
As medical knowledge advances, the
rationale of sound diagnosis and
treatment must change to keep pace
with Ihose advances.
It is a tribute lo the medical
profession thai It can publish new
advances, acknowledge the impact on
current practice, accept the limitations
and even ihe errors of the past and
move forward lo utilize new concepts.

LBners
apology

A few Sundays ago some friends
and I went to Ihe Chapman Pancake
House for lunch, and finding a long
line, look a place at the head of ihe
line, making people who had been
standing (here for a long lime wail all
ihe longer.
Now there happened lo be a couple
people we knew al the fronl of the
line who had motioned for us lo slep
in behind them, and many would feel
justified in doing this, but I don'l.
I feel it was unfair lo Ihose who had
to wail another five lo ten minutes
because of us, and was nol the right
thing to do. So I would like to
apologize to anyone who was in thai
line and inconvenienced by us, and
hope it won't happen again-by us of
anyone.
Ken Sponsler
336 Rodgers

abortion
tragedy
Since your newspaper mentioned
recently the third anniversary of the
Supreme Court abortion decision, '
thought this would be i good time lo
comment on what I believe is a
tragedy, the acceptance of abortions
by our society.
Two of the more important
questions here seem to be "when does
the embryo or fetus, in its
developemnt in the womb, actually
become a "person"?" and "do the
circumstances of the mother give her
the right to choose an abortion
because of her unwillingness to handle
the child?"
To comment on the first question,
it seems to me that deciding upon
tome line of separation between a

fetus lhal is a "person" and
less-developed fetus thai is
"non-person" is ridiculous.

We are not "boys and girls in white
smocks taking their tricks out of
biology labs" but seriously concerned
and often deeply troubled men and
women, trying lo apply a rapidly
advancing slate of knowledge lo
improve (he quality of human life and
ameliorate suffering.
•Dr. Barclay is the editor of Ihe
"Journal of the American Medical
Association" and a deputy executive
vice president of Ihe American Medical
Association.
Until 1°70 he was
Professor of Medicine and head of the
section on pulmonary diseases at the
University of Chicago.
„

WASHINGTON CONFIDENTIAL

Hoover's legend

nhn

the action detective hero
WASHINGTON-Wham,
smash,
crack, the statues of J. Edgar Hoover
are being pulled down. The figure who
was once called Public Hero Number
One is being defaced and deplaced
with the same energy Ihe mob uses to
destroy the effigies of fallen dictators.
Regardless of how gratifying is the
sound of ikon shards being crunched

nation does nol guarantee ihe right of
the fetus lo life, and instead permits
abortions. The situation definitely
needs lo be changed.

SINCE BIOLOGISTS would tell us
BUI Easterly
thai all of Ihe embryo's hereditary
222 Kohl
characteristics are present right from
the moment of conception, it is hard
for mc lo sec how this unique
individual cannot be called a person. It
is even harder to see, if the embryo
1 am writing this letter due lo my
really wasn't a person in its early
dissatisfaction with the so-called
stages, how it suddenly becomes a
parking services. I am one of the many
person at a later time in the
students who is required to pay a S20
pregnancy.
fee lo park my car in one of the
It seems to me also thai lo think of
designated lots, lol six to be exact.
the fetus at any stage of its
which gets little if any service.
development as some non-personal
Why do I pay S20? Not so I can
mass of cells is a very crude, mechanical .
park my car in an underlighted area
approach lo Ihe wonder of its
where there is no snow removal, but
God-given life. Once a child is
where I do gel these services.
conceived, it is the recipient of that
Another point I would like to make
very special gift that we lake for
granted, the gift of life. That life
is thai ihe snow fences are on only the
south side of the lot, whereas they
should be honored: it should be
should also be on the north side. This
allowed lo fully develop.
would aid in culling down the amount
Because the embryo possesses that
unique life il should be considered a
of snow in the lot. I would also suggest
person and should have the rights of a
that campus safely install an
person. Since it is generally accepted
emergency telephone somewhere in
that somebody who is a person has the
the lol.
right to live, an unborn child has ihe
However trite this may seem to you,
the right to live. To deny it thai right
il cannot seem trite to me when I have
is murder.
to pay $15 to get my car towed out of
the snow and ice. Il also does not seem
I
feel, therefore, that the
circumstances of the mother are
tritt to my five friends who pushed
my car for 15 minutes with no success.
irrelevant. The misfortune of one
It is not unimportant to the tow truck
individual does not justify the murder
driver who almost burned out his
of another.
A child is not merely a possession of
clutch trying lo pull me out.
I know I am not in the minority of
the parents, to be handled as is most
students who have encountered the
convenient: it is a responsibility and
same troubles I have. For our S20 we
should be handled responsibly.
do not want just a place to park our
There are adoption agencies if the
mother is unable to care for the child.
cars, but rather we would like some
service in the form of suggestions I
The problems of the mother might
need compassion, but they don't
previously stated.
justify taking the life of her unborn
Mike Ressler
child.
104 Rodgers
It is tragic that the law of our

parking blues

under fool, ihe anger at the man's
memory
doesn't
explain
his
extraordinary career.
The man ran the FBI for 46 years,
there's never been a figure like him in
power, fame and longevity in office.
THE EXPLANATIONS offered for
his apotheosis from mere bureaucrat
lo immortal law enforcer are
unsatisfactory. The blackmail theory
won't wash at all. He couldn't have
stayed in office so long by threatening
to expose any president who'd dare
lire him.
In the first place, not every
president is as blackmailable as a John
Kennedy or a Richard Nixon.
Secondly, blackmail material about
incumbent presidents is totally useless.
The media won't touch it. Even
recently dead presidents gel a good
deal of protection. Vide how long il
has taken for just some of the
Kennedy material to trickle out.
The second explanation is lhal
Hoover was politically loo popular to
lire. Presidents have fired heroes
before. They don'l do il often, yet
Truman fired MacArlhur and. though
there was a frightful hubbub about it,
America's Old Roman could do
nothing but retire to a grumbling but
opulent private life.
J. EDGAR, however, rose above
simple hero status lo being, not merely
a legend in his own lime, but the
national mythic principle of goodness
in combat with evil.
No
other
living
American
government figure has done it. The
man was unique. Even Lincoln and
Washington had lo undergo deaih
before deification. How the late FBI
director did it is brilliantly desenbed
by Richard Gid Powers in an article
entitled, "J. Edgar Hoover and The
Detective Hero" (Journal of Popular
Culture, No. IX:2, Bowling Green
University).
"What Hoover did," Powers writes,
"was to infiltrate the action detective
story." The action detective story, as
opposed to Ihe Edgar Allan Poe, Hlery
Queen, Dorothy Savers tradition, is a
lower-class, more popular morality
epic which concentrates, not on the
intellectual penetration of clue*, but
the symbolic chase and defeat of evil
by a figure embodying goodness,
stability and virtue. The action hero is
Nick Carter, Dick Tracy, Charlie Chan
and James Bond.

Hoover's propensity lor arranging
good news coverage for himself has
often been remarked upon, but Powers
is the first to document Ihe man's
invasion of popular mythology by
melding himself and the Bureau to
fiction.
BY THE EARLY '30s there was
already an FBI fiction show on radio,
named "G-Men," il began with an
announcer saying. "Calling ihe police!
Calling the G-Men! Calling all
Americans to war on the underworld!"
The next radio show was 'The FBI
in Peace and War," after which came
"Top Secrets of Ihe FBI" and "I was a
Communist for Ihe FBI," as well as
"This is Your FBI," which Hoover
produced himself.
Moving along into television, "The
FBI" show made Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
so much the quintessential agent that
Powers says Hoover "even began to
make his long-standing requirement
that applicants look like agents' more
specific: he began to demand that they
conform to the 'Zimmy image.'"'
Hoover's injection of himself and
his agency into (he realm of fiction
and imagination was purposeful.
HE HAD WRITER Rex Collier go
through the Bureau's files to get
material for the FBI comic strip, "War
on Crime," which went along with the
1930's bubble gum card series called
"GMen and Heroes of the Law."
If the kids didn't want to trade
G-Men cards, they could study the
back of their Post Toasties' cereal box
where they could read about the
Melvin Purvis G-Man Law and Order
Patrol. (Purvis was Hoover's assistant
in those days.)
There were movies without number.
Powers lists the titles of some fo the
more famous ones: "You Can't Get
Away With It," "The House on 92nd
Street," "Walk East on Beacon" and
"The FBI Story."
There were also the pulps: G-Man

Defective Magazine. Ihe Feds and FBI
Detectivc.magazines.
AS J. EDGAR was changing himsell
from a cop and the Bureau from a
humdrum government office into,
mythology, il came lo be less and less
important that the FBI wasn't terribly
good at catching crooks.
In
fact. Hoover
was never
enthusiastic about crook catching: he
resisted every effort from FDR's to
Nixon's time to expand ihe FBI's
responsibility and turn it into a
national police force.
He understood that the real
importance of the FBI was simply to
be eternally present, perpetually
engaged in ihe heroics of good winning
over evil, the unifying symbol of —
stability, family, flag and fair play.
Powers quotes Hoover as ' once
defining
democracy
as
"Ihe
dictatorship
of
Ihe
collective
conscience of the people."
Il was lhal conscience he was
defending, nol by arresting real
malefactors, but being realer than real
and bigger than big'ihe only way that.
Can
be
done...by
ruling
the
imagination.
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SST's authority to fly questioned
■

WASHINGTON an effort by Sen. Lowell
(AP) •• The
supersonic Weicker
(R-Conn.),
to
Concorde jet's authority to prohibit
any Concorde
fly regularly into the United traffic in the United States.
States survived its first,
turbulence in
Congress
Most Republicans on the
yesterday but faced other
committee
called
the
attacks on Capitol Hill, in
amendments
premature.
court and before local
They said the committee
governments.
should hear from the
The Senate Commerce
secretary of transportation
Committee defeated two and aviation experts on the
proposals that would have Concorde before taking an'
kept the Concorde from
action.
landing or taking off in the
United States. It acted less
The fast but noisy plane
than 24 hours after the faces a particularly stiff
Ford administration gave
battle in New York where
the Concorde the go-ahead local and state officials may
to carry passengers to New veto the decision by
York and Washington.
Transporation
Secretary
William Coleman allowing
In action the committee the Concorde to land at
defeated 15-4 a proposal by Kennedy
International
Sen. Glen Beall (R-Md.) to Airport, which is owned by
ban the Concorde until it, the local Port Authority.
meets U.S. noise standards.
The 1,400-mile-per-hour
IT ALSO defeated 10" aircraft appears to have a

better chance of eventually
flying into Washington's
Dulles
International
Airport, which is owned by
the federal government.
IN
HIS
decision
Wednesday on the requests
by British Airways and Air
France to fly into the two
airports, Coleman said they
could operate there for a
16-month test period
The Concorde flies the
Atlantic in about three and
one hall hours, compared to
seven
hours
for
conventional jets.
The decision goes into
effect March 4. Air France
said it could begin one flight
a day to Washington while
British Airways said it
hoped to begin service in
early summer. But the
expected litigation delays
could push back commerical

service until next year.
COLEMAN'S
decision
was met with an immediate
lawsuit and a barrage of
criticism
from
some
members of Congress, many
of whom said they would
seek to overturn the order
through legislation because
of the Concorde's noise en
takeoff and landing and its
alleged reduction of the
protective layer of ozone
around the earth.
Weicker's move against
the plane was to try to tack
onto a bill to fund airports
an amendment that would
keep money from going to
any airport that allows the
Concorde
to land
in
scheduled service.
The House already has
passed the airpon funding
bill
with
a
similar
amendment.

Concorde

Britain's first Concorde supersonic jetliner is airborne from London's Heathrow
Airport on its first commercial flight. The United States' Concorde sparked debates
and House bills concerning its noise pollution levels and right to land at
non-government airports. (AP Wirephoto)

UCF to celebrate 30th anniversary
Sirica ill
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. District Court Judge
John Sirica, who gained national recognition for his
dogged pursuit of the truth in Watergate, suffered a
heart attack ye3terday. His condition is critical.
Sirica, a month away from'his 72nd birthday,
collapsed while delivering a luncheon speech about a
lawyer's obligation to professional ethics. His audience
was 270 alumni of George Washington University Law
School, including many fellow judges.

Train crash
WAUSfcON. Ohio (AP)-A team of federal
investigators will probe yesterday's heed-on train crash
which killed four Penn Central freight crewmen and
injured two others.
The two-man team is headed by Elmer Garner, who
along with Harold Storey, was sent from Washington
D.C. to the site of the accident, about 35 miles west of
Toledo.
The trains, which should have been on separate tnckl,
were carrying general freight and collided in a rural area
between Wauseon and Archbold.

Students riot
PENSACOLA. Fla. (AP) - Police reportedly used tcai
gas in an attempt to break up fierce lighting between
white and black students at a high school yesterday.
Witnesses said gunshots were fired during the fighting.
Escambia County Sheriff's deputies refused comment,
but reporters at the scene said three persons were injured
by gunfire.
Witnesses also said that bricks were thrown and thai
at one point black students took over the Escambia High
School building, forcing whites out. They said the
disturbance started soon after classes began and raged on
through the morning.
The fighting reportedly started ovei an argument on
what the name of the school's teams should be.

By Julie Rollo
Thirty years ago United
Christian Fellowship (UCF)
was established on an
experimental
basis
in
Bowling Green to encourage
different denominations to
work together.
This was the "first effort
in Ohio and one of the first
national efforts of different
denominations to establish a
ministry on a college
campus in the United
States." according to Dr.
Ross Miller, a Methodist
minister and director of
UCF in Bowling Green since
I "70.
Today UCF. or a group
comparable to it. exists at
almost every other major
college campus.
Formed by four ministers
and assisting laymen. UCF
at first was "almost like a
religious club." Dr. Miller
said.
IT WAS A center for
social activities, one reason
being
a
scarcity
of
recreational facilities on
campus at the time.
Until Sunday worship
servics began at UCF about
three years ago, students
attended local churches and
went (o UCF for youth
actvities.
It
was
a
"good
wholesome place to go and
spend your lime," Dr. Miller
said. As a result, "campus

ministries were very busy."
he added.
Activities
included
religious education, Bible
studies
and
discussion,
counseling.
fellowship
programs and retreats.
Soon after its birth. UCF
and
YMCA
sponsored
freshmen
orientation
retreats which allowed the
entire freshmen class to gel
together and meet faculty
members and each other at
a camp or similar location.
UCF was supported by
denominations which were
eagct
to get students
involved in such activities,
because
they
were
suspicious of the morals of
students
on
campus,
according to Dr. Miller.
THE DENOMINATIONS
wished to "preserve the
religious and moral nurture
of
the
church
at
statc-opeTated schools," he
said.
UCF worked closely with
local
churches
which
contributed money to the
state which,
in
turn,
reserved an amount for
UCF.
Within a year UCF
became one of the leading
campus organizations.
"People from national
church groups looking for
effective ways for churches
to relate to the college
campus visited UCF," Dr.
Miler said.
UCF "eventually became

How to
make your
last2years
at BGSU
even tougher.

the dominant pattern for
other
universities,"
he
added.
Although the early days
of UCF are looked back on
as
being strictly
for
students,
the
"student
ministry" changed to a
"campus
ministry" by
including faculty.

counseling, everything else
tends to be modified and
new filings are introduced."
he said of UCF activities.
Tie group now encompasses
five ateas. lie added.
Building
a
Christian
community is one very
important goal of UCF. and
local
ministers arc in
agiecmcnt
with
thai
"WE HAVE come to see purpose, according to Dr.
that we have to deal with Miller.
Counseling
services
the whole of life of the
University," Dr. Miller said. continue with additional
"With the exception of services begun as needs

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE ARMY
ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM CONTACT
CAPTAIN THOMAS WHIPPLE IN MEMORIAL
HALL OR CALL 372-2477.

Learn what it takes to lead.

"MANY GROUPS start
here and move somewhere
else," Dr. Miller said, citing
examples of the Black
Siudcnl Union and religious
groups.
UCF also held the first
film scries or festivals here.

IN
A
PERIODIC
newsletter called "Toward
the

Good

Life,"

moral

• To page four

10 IS cases a day.
EILER SAID the usual
process is to file at the
clerk's office, then the other
party must tie notified
ti rough certified mail, and
mill sign a document
"staling that'Ire'knows admit
the divorce.'
After it has been signed,
there is a wait of 42 days
until the case can be set.
After the dale has been set,
they go to court.
For a dissolution, the
case can be set .'0 days alter

the notice of service, or 30
days after a waiver of
service.
Eiler said that divorce cm
he completed without the
other party, as in the case of
a desertion. There must be a
TtortceMrl the paper SnU an
attempt to reach the other
party must be made. After
the
notice
has
been
published, there is still die
42-day
waiting
period
before the case can be set
and heard.
The total figure is the

minimum figure required by
law, Eiler explained. Some
cases take longer.
"I think a person ought
in wail until he is at least
24-2") before he starts
thinking of marriager the
lawyer said. "He ought to
go out in the world and live
a little before he settles
down.
"If I re-marry, it won't be
for a couple of years."
Hutchinson said. "I want to
enjoy being single lor a
while."
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VALENTINES DAY
Rosas (while they last) • carnations
arrangements • terrariums • planters
cut flowers
^Bowling Green orders for roses should be placed now
for assured selection.
All FTO - out of BG orders - should be placed
V
W*.^<
no later than Feb. 10th

MYLES FLOWERS
* ^W 353-2002

DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING
434 E. WOOSTER

353-2802

'IWy.maeMa^^

4L

50 % off

ev

<y

VV

600 pieces of authentic

#

American Indian
Jewelry
Back again with this
savings for you is

Web Blankenship
showing three days only
at the Holiday Inn
Rm. 100
%

Army ROTC

Iratancoi.

which now are incorporated
into campus life.
A third goal is providing
community services such as
tutoring at area schools and
nursing homes.
A fourth area called
"witness and advocacyconcerns issues affecting the
ministry. University and
society.

Broken marriage results differ
• From page on*
180-pound wife. He was on
the stand giving his story
and she ran up and grabbed
him and banged his head on
the floor. We had to restrain
her. They're back living
with each othor now. Bot
these are just the special
cases," Eiler said.
According to Eiler, the
court handles about 600
divorces and dissolutions a
year. The heanngs arc set
every Monday and Friday,
and a judge hears from I 2

<*L
During your last 2 years of
college, you'll prepare to
enter the competition for satisfying jobs. And, when you
get there, you'll need every
edge you can get.
Army ROTC offers you a
double career option (military as well as civilian). And
makes you more employable
by giving you training and
experience in leadership.
But it's not easy. Nothing
worth while is. You'll start
with a gruelling 6-week camp
next summer to prepare you.
mentally and physically, for
advanced ROTC. Then you'll
add ROTC courses to others
you need to graduate.
You will, however, earn
over $2500 as a ROTC cadet.
Which might make things a
little easier for your junior
and senior years.

ansc. UCF helped establish
Crisis
Phone,
draft
counseling and problem
pregnancy counseling in the
area. Community agencies
have
taken
over
the
responsibilities in many

*<*, n

1550 E. WOOSTER PHONE 352-5211

February 6. 7, & 8 1976
12 noon to 8 pm Daily
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Causes of world hunger
discussed by panelists
Panelists
Dr.
Richard
Lineback, Dr. V. Kirshman,
Dr. L. Shuck and Dr.
Theodore Groal, (left to
right). cited population and
food supply at causes of
hunger yesterday afternoon
in
the
Alumni
Room.
Union.
The presentation
was offered as part of
Hunger Awareness Week.
(Newsphoto
by
Mindy
Milligan)

World hunger is a complicated problem
that encompasses many variables, according
lo panelists who look part in yesterday
afternoon's
discussion
Alumni
Room.
Union, as par! of Hunger Awarness Week.
After a viewing of the film "Beyond the
Nexl Harvest." Dr. V.N. Krishnan. associate
professor
of economics.
Dr.
Richard
Lineback, professor of philosophy and Dr.
Theodore Groal, professor of sociology,
discussed various aspects of world hunger.
The panel was moderated by Dr. Edward
Shuck, director of International Programs.
"HUNGER HAS many, many causes."
according to Dr. Groal. He said some causes
are the natural balance between food
supplies and population, cultural norms and
values, and human behavior in rlealion to
social institutions.
Because most of the Third World's
population is made up of young people,
none of the causes will change for the belter

A seminar on retirement, which will give faculty
members a chance to acquire information about their
retirement benclils and options, has been arranged by
the Faculty Welfare Committee (FWC). according lo Dr,
Genevievc Slang, professor of education and FWC
chairman.

EMILY LEEDY from Ohio Bureau or Employment
will speak on "Second Careers'" at 10 a.m. in the Wayne

The seminar will be Tuesday in the Union and is
designed for all faculty members regardless of age n

Retirement*' a.1 10 a.m. in the Harrison Room and 4
p.m. In the Pink Dogwood Suite.

years of service. Dr. Slang said.
The piogram will be presented once in the morning
and repeated in the afternoon to give all member) a
chance lo attend, she said. It is free of charge.
A

general

session

with

Dr.

C.

James

Three STRS counselors will be in the New Horizons
Suite. Education Bldg., on Tuesday and Wednesday lo
review ihc retirement status of faculty who have
requested individual conferences.

Crolhaus,

assistant executive director of the State Teachers
Retirement System of Ohio (STRS). will be al 9 a.m. in
the Ohio Suite and 3 p.m. in the Alumni Room.

DR. STANG said all available appointment limes with
Ihc counsclois have been filed. However, interested
faculty can contact her al 372-0151.
Dr. Slang said all faculty members should attend the

Dr.
Crolhaus will
discuss retirement
options,
disability benefits, survivor benefits, tactors affecting
retirement in higher education and procedures for

seminar.
"Teachers who are well prepared for their leaching

initiating retirement benefits.

situation, he said.

careers will want to be equally prepared for Iheir
retirement careers." she said.

"There

By the Associated Press
The first series of regional
conferences
on President
Ford's
plans
lo
make
government agencies more
responsive to consumers has
ended after a three-week
blend of squabbles, speeches
and
suggestions
that
strelched from
I iIK Angeles.

Boston

to

The
conferences
cost
between
$250,000
and
S300.000,
according
to
Virginia
Knauer,
Ford's
special
assislanl
on
consumer affairs. They drew
crowds ranging from several
hundred to nearly 2.000.
What
did
il
all
accomplish?

>
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mar

was

extreme

criticism of the way Ihe
bureaucrats
talk."
Ihe
spokesman said yesterday.
"Over and
over
people
would ask: 'How can we
understand
the
federal
governmenl whon it talks
like
this?
Government
gobbledy-gook has got to
go.'"
Ford's proposal, issued
last November, calls for an
overhaul of procedures that
federal
departments
and
agencies use in dealing with
consumers.
A key feature is the
appointment of consumer
advisers
lo
coordinate
efforts
within
the
bureaucracy.

■ f.\

■
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LA TEN 480;

CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY

4 MWR

oceur,

would

be

wo-

situation.
Much of the Third World's problems arc
due to the lack of proper economic systems
and
proper
government
program
administration, according lo Dr. Krishnan.
HE CALLED for Ihe reordering of
priorities through incentives that will reach
the individual farmer. "These countries must'
understand their priorities," he said.
'The right to bear children conflicts wilh
ihe nghi 10 rood.*' Dr. Lineback said.
According
to
Dr.
Lineback,

some

American foreign aid programs designed lo.
help Ihe world's hungry actually have
activities

continue al 2 p.m. loday in the. Alumni
Room with the viewing of the film "Because
They Care." which will be followed by a
panel discussion.

Critics of Ihe Ford plan
say it won't work. They
favor
an
independent
agency
to
protect

From page 3
questions are raised and
solutions discussed aboul
"issues touching the lives of
people
on
campus,"
according to Dr. Miller.
Sharing ministry is a fifth
focus of UCF.

within

college and community will
be invited lo attend Ihe
celebration.
Tentative
activities include a banquet,
special
Sunday
worship
service and an annual board
meeting.
A "Revival of the Crypt"
also is being planned. The
Crypt, a coffeehouse where
people got together, was a

center, il has a lol of
interrelationships, he added.
In recognition of UCF's
1 3th
birthday,
an
anniversary
weekend
is
planned May I 5 and 16.
"Remembenng Who We

major feature of early UCF.
Performers featured al the'
Crypt in the past a.re being
asked to come back lor this
special evening.

UCF ALUMNI from Ihc

"I ,1 E» GREEK AND LATIN ELEMENTS IN
14d! THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE n MTWR

bureaucracy
bureaucracy.

Ford's
create

A campus clergy meets
twice
a
month.
and
although UCF is a separate

anniversary being 'he same

COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT

consumers and say
plan
will
simply

Events commemorate
UCF anniversary

year) is the theme," he said.

12 MTRF

Dr. Miller said memoirs
have been requested from
different people involved in
UCF ovei Ihc years and that
these will be used in some
way al Ihe celebration lo
share
"some
kind
of
remembrance of Ihe 30
years."

SAVE UP TO

FOR STUDENTS IN LINGUISTICS AND MEDICAL SCIENCES

$10

WE'VE FOUND SHANGRI-LA!
C
-""

can

receive from Ihe rest of Ihe world.
"I
don't
think
we are lacking in
solutions." Dr. Krishnan said, adding that h*
takes an optimistic view of Ihe world hunger

Are" as
a 30 year-old
organization
and
as
American
Christians (the
Bicentennial
and
UCF's

LANGUAGES 200: ™"™f
f A mw 1\J
J-ii\ 1 111

changes

Consumerism conferences end

Room and 4 p.m. in Ihc While Dogwood Suite. She will
discuss avenues md opportunities for a second career
after retirement.
Dr. Mark Asman. associate professor of quantitative
analysis and control, will discuss "Tax Planning for

changes

required over Ihe nexl two lo three
generations to improve Ihe Third World food

Retirement info to be given

ihesc

created additional problems.
Hunger
Awareness
Week

rapidly. Dr. Groal said.
REVOLUTIONARY

Before

questions must be answered. Dr. Groal said.
He said these questions deal wilh how much
lime
these countries have to change
themselves and how much lime Ihe countries
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$1.00

Oil any large 2 item pizza purchased with 3 Cokes
when delivered to your area as indicated
MOM 22 75
TUES 2.3 76
WED 24 76
THUR2'5 76
F9I 2.6. 76
SAT 2.-7-78

BUSTER AND BILLIE

Fas! Free Delivery
1616 E Woostoi
StaOum View Plata
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Frampton, Jethro Tull come alive
Review By
David Fandray
Greatest hits packages and live albums are a special type
of record.
On the most basic level, they give the average record
buyer what would appear to be a good deal.
When a person buys a "greatest hits" album, he or she
knows exactly what to expect from the record. The hits
have been on the radio, and there is little chance of being
disappointed by unfamiliar material.
"LIVE" ALBUMS offer much the same advantages for
the buyer. Most groups and artists tend to play their
greatest hits in concert, and. given the sophistication of
today"s remote recording facilities, these hits will sound
very much like the originals when included on a live album.
'n addition, if the sophistication of the recording does
not get in the way. the 'live" album can give the listener a
taste of the excitement of an artist in concert.
Critics, however, tend to be put off by these two types
of recordings.
They seem to be the ultimate example of the recording
industry's tendency to put economics before art, since
"greatest hits" and "live" albums require a minimum
amount of effort and expense on the parts of artists and
record companies.
There is rarely anything new or interesting on these
records. Instead, they seem to mark creative lapses in the
careers of the artists involved.
OCCASIONALLY. HOWEVER, a thoughtful artist will
put out a "live" or "greatest hits" album that is more than
a simple attempt to make easy money.
In the last month, two such albums have been released.
The first is a live set from Peter Frampton called
"Frampton Comes Alive."
Peter Frampton has spent the last five yean as a solo
artist trying to regain the level of stardom he walked out on
when he left Humble Pie.
Despite the overall good quality of his solo albums, he
has not met with a great deal of success.
IN FACT. ONLY with his last release. "Frampton." has
he come to command any real attention as an artist.
"Frampton Comes Alive" comes on the heels of this
newly found success, and the album could well be what is
necessary to push him further into the spotlight-much as
"Rockin' the Fillmore" pushed Frampton and Humble Pie
into the upper levels of rock stardom six years ago.

Like m«t "rive" sets, this two-record package offers
little that has not been heard before.
'
Frampton has played most of this music before on
previous albums. Much of it has been extended
instrumentally and rearranged, but the album still amounts
toa "Best of Peter Frampton" package.
The album is valid, however, because Frampton is an
extraordinarily gifted performer in concert.
HE IS ABLE to write perfectly tight and powerful rock
and roll songs, and onstage he brings these to life with his
adept guitar playing and unbridled enthusiasm.
The enthusiasm, spirit and imaginative guitar playing all
have been caught on this album. Most of the songs, in fact,
tike on a liveliness that they never had when they appeared
on Frampton's previous releases.
"Frtmpton Comes Alive" Is an example of g-.-od.
unadorned rock and roll. The music is powerful, but not
overbearing. Frampton and his tight three-piece backing
band display a sensitive flair for balancing music with
showmanship.
And. although Frampton is never likely to make any
great artistic achievements, this record shows that he is
among the most entertaining rock musicians playing today.

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS

BRAND NEW

TWO BEDROOM APPTS.
FEATURING
•
1. Two Full Baths
2. New Furniture Throughout
3. New University Tennis Courts
Across the Street
4. On Campus Location "Only
one Block from the Towers"

CALL NOW FOR
RENTAL INFORMATION
352-0717

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL
CHECK OUR COMPLETE
APARTMENT LOCATION
SERVICE
GREENBRIAR APTS.
2 Br. Furn Apts.
RIDGE MANOR APTS.
1 & 2 Br Furn Apts
WILLOWHOUSE APTS.
1 Br. Unfurn ONLY
GREENBRIAR NORTH
1 Br & Eff Furn & Unfurn
FRAZEE AVE. APTS.
2 Br Furn Apts
ALSO HOMES AND
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT

Call
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
for Information
352-0717

THE MANY STYLES that the band has used over the
years do not necessanly go well together.
The task of selecting material from all stages of the
band's many albums that would be both representative and
still make for a single coherent Ip would seem almost
impossible.
As usual, however. Anderson has done the surprising.
"M.U.-The Best Of Jethro Tull" is a good greatest hits
album.
It draws on material from all of the group's albums
except "This Was." and makes for a most satisfying and
entertaining record.
The album is not without faults.
The lack of material from "This Was" weakens it as a
sort of historical document of the band. The exclusion of
this material is particularly aggravating since the two edits
from Tull's concept albums, "Thick As a Brick" and
"Passion Play," seem out of place here, outside the context
of their original musical settings.
THESE ARE ONLY minor distractions, however. In
spite of them, the album stands on its own. doing a
surprisingly good iob of capturing the essence of a
particularly elusive band.
Taken together, all of the cuts on this record, including
the previously unrelcased "Rainbow Blues." capluie the
spirit of Jethro Tull.
It is a good sampler for those unfamiliar with the band,
and the sort of record even those who already have all of
the previous Tull releases should want.
In this new package, even these old songs take on a new
and interesting life.

Cleanup begins in Guatemala
GUATEMALA
CITY
(A P) - The
govemmen t.
fearing
in
epidemic,
yesterday
urged
Guatemalans
to
forego
legalities and immediately
bury the estimated 2,000
dead from Wednesday's
earthquake.
Hundreds
of
thinly
covered
corpses
were

IFC President James Hooker, senior (BA).
said Pi Kappa Phi will not start a chapter
here unless there are at least 50 men
interested.
"IFC allowed Pi Kappa Phi to colonize
here because there is such a large percentage
of men that are not yet affiliated with any
fraternity," Hooker said. "Tftere are enough
men out there for everybody to maintain a
successful fraternity."
James Laux. adviser to fraternities, said
the new fraternity will not get an on<ampus
house in the immediate future because of
the long list of organizations already waiting
for on-campus housing.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

That the band should try to come out with a "Be<t Of
Jethro Tull" album is almost surprising.

HE IS ABLE to both punch out the heavy rockers and
pull off surprisingly sensitive ballads before demanding
audiences.
His many abilities are well-showcased on this album.
While Frampton°s music always has been simple, tight,
and unaffected. Jethro Tull's has been precisely the
opposite.
Led by the ever-erratic and impetuous Ian Anderson, the
band has gone through a dizzying number of musical
changes in its long career.

Campus considers new f rat
Pi Kappa Phi, a national social fraternity,
plans to establish a chapter at the University
if students show enough interest.
Representatives
from
its
national
headquarters in Charleston. S.C. presented
their case to the University Interfraternity
Council (IFC) last spring. IFC members
voted to allow Pi Kappa Phi to colonize
here.
Pi Kappa Phi officials have sent letters
describing their organization to University
freshmen and sophomores and will be on
campus Sunday through Feb. 17 to work
with interested students in organizing a
chapter.

local briefs

stacked in the streets and
coffin-makers said they
were running short ol wood.
American
tourists
returning to Miami from
Guatemala City said the
quake felt like "we were
going down a huge coffee
grinder" and "like a huge
train at full speed hit our
room."
RESIDENTS of poor
districts in the city said they
had neither the time nor the
means to bury their relatives
as they sifted through the
rubble of their shattered
homes in search of the
missing.
The streets were lined
with personal goods stacked
outside collapsed homes. In
many houses only the front
walls had ^fallen away,
exposing the interiors like
doll houses.
The government declared
a state of emergency and
relief aid began to pour in
from other latin American
countries and elsewhere.

"The :.000 death figure
is conservative." said Col.
Manuel Angel Ponce, head
of the Emergency Rescue
Committee.
"We think it may he
higher. We are still receiving
reports from the intenor of
the country."
OFFICIALS said at least
another 3,000 were injured.
The
VS.
Embassy
reported
no
American
casualties although it was
the height of the tourist
season.
Several
tourist
hotels were damaged, but
none collapsed.
The earthquake struck
shortly
after
3
a.m.
Wednesday across 2.000
miles
stretching
from
Mexico City south through
the heart of Guatemala and
into Honduras and El
Salvador.
The epicenter was located
30 miles southwest of
Guatemala City.

BGSU Opera Theater
cordially Invites you
to Its Bicentennial adaptation of

"Daughter of Regiment"
at

Main Auditorium, University Hall
Student Night Wed. Feb. 11 8 pm
admission '1*° at the door
(Wed. night only)

Feb. 12 & 13

Guitarist
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) coffeehouse
will feature folk guitarist Ron Crick from 8-11 tonight in
the Cardinal Room. I'nion.
Admission is 50 cents with coffee and tea provided
free of charge.

Superstars
There will be a meeting 7 p.m.. Monday in the Forum.
Studeni Services Bldg. lor all students, faculty and staff
participating in the upcoming Superstars competition.
The meeting will be briel and each event will be
explained. Tee slum also will be given out to contestants
at this lime.

History honorary
Applications lor membership in Phi Alpha Theta. the
University's history honorary, are available in the history
department office in Williams Hall.
To be eligible, siudenls must have al least 16 history
credit hours (with at least one 400-level course), a 3.01
grade point average in history courses and rank in the
upper 35 per cent of thcii class. Deadline for
applications is Wednesday

Art exhibit
An exhibition of prints by Clare Romano and her
husband John Ross will be shown Sunday through Feb.
27 in the University's Fine Arts Building. During their
visit to the University, the nationally known couple will
meei with classes and will speak at 8 p.m. Monday in the
gallery of the Fine Aris Building.
Gallery hours are 2-5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and 8
a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. The exhibition is free and open to
the public.

Black awareness
A Black Awareness Week is scheduled next week at
Firclands campus Sponsored by the Black Student
Union at I-'iielaiuK. the program includes concerts, films
and workshops which arc designed to increase
understanding of the culture and history of black
Americans.
Those inleresled in further information can contact
Kemmes Keys, h2S-(»ll*.
- M I

I
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Three is a Crowd
Four's o Ptirty.
Have a party with four Free 16 oz. 7 UP
Dr. Pepper or combinations.
With the purchase of a 18" pizza
A $1.20 value.

by Gaetano Donizetti

8 pm

RELIEF
official!
appcan..
foi
plasma.
antibiotics
and
oilier
medical
supplies.
The
government also asked lor
tenls. foorl, portable electric
generators and eartli-moving
equipment to opfll loads.
President Kjell Hugenio
I aiieiTiid said about a tenth
of the housing across
Guatemala, mostly frail
adobe construction, was
destroyed. He said it would
be al least 20 days before
the rubble is cleared.
""As usual, it is the people
with the least means dial
suffer the most in these
tragedies,"
he
said.
I.augerud
officially
confirmed X00 dead and
-',000 injured, hut he said
the figures would climb far
higher.

Women's Caucus
Applications and nominations for undergraduate
student representative to the steering committee of
Women's Caucus should be sent to the philosophy
department office in Shatzel Hall in care of Pat Bressler,
Women's Caucus secretary-treasurer. Nominations also
will be accepted at Wednesday's Women's Caucus
meeting. Flections will lake place Feb. 24.

$ 00

5

Please ask for Free pop when you order
February 5th, 6th and 7th.

A pizza never had it so good.
Fast Fro* Delivery
352-5166

*&&**>

for more information call 372-2045

The

Locker Room
SPORTING GOODS
112 S. Main St.

ADIDAS TOURNAMENT" SHOE
colors - rod, white & blue

reg. '24" sale price * 19.95

LAUDERDALE, \

FLORIDA

ADIDAS "ROM" 1975 MODEL

March

rog. '23-

ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
40% OFF

$17n
oo
17

19-28

sale price * 19.95

BGSU
Union A«iu ilies
(Organization

°

Round-trip moiorcoach transportation
from Bowling Green to Ft. Lauderdale
Quad occupancy
at the Seasons Hotel

ALL SKI GLOVES, MITTENS,
^ SCARVES & HATS

Sign up at UAO office,
or call 372-2343

SAVEI UP TO 50% OFF
!

•

■

■

.•
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Young Democrats have chance to be delegates
By Cindy Smercini
Staff Reporter
About 200 Ohioans will
have a direct voice in the
selection
of
the
1976
Democratic
presidential
candidate.

If your
picture

In the state Democratic,
primary
June
8,
152
delegates and 77 alternates
will be elected to the
national convention.
One
fourth
of the
delegates are elected at
large. The remainder are
chosen from Ohio's 23
congressional districts.
Young
Democrats'
chances
of
becoming

delegates are as good as
those of long time party
regulars, according to James
Leahy, executive director of
the Ohio Democratic Party.
"THERE WERE a lot of
young delegates in '72. We
suspect there will be many
this year too," he said
yesterday.
Delegates must be U.S.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
IWJ l« AMGflll IINtt

A (ROSS
1 AntaJopawith
narnaaabka

has

6 M«#U>r-fl

appeared

9 Thatrabta
13 Monkahood
IK AppraiMd
trUkaUv

16 S<yUa

In

17 A UfMlOtW
Abbr
18 Makaa unhappy
20 Tarka, tn muaac
21 Partiality

the News

23 Factory

24 Fi-hionabla
• rap

u"— ttr—i
27 Fall mo
20 Famoua

and

laVllHll
29 EaUbbahad
nil*

ANSVM Tl MTOHS W2U

you want
a copy,
cut it out.

31
33
i:t
34
M
39
40
41

llrovaa
Typaofcandy
Morgana
Potato crlapa
IndlfaMi
Gbatanad
Hawaiian atapla
Partoftha
otnataeaM
43 Praaa afont'a
•a*

44 Saw: I.al

-STAPIVM

Cinema 1*1
FRI
AND

SAT
ONLY
BOX OFFICE
OPENS 11:30
PM
ONE SHOW
ONLY AT
MIDNITE!

™
■aST

*

■a

i?

pj»

aa
IS

1..

37

47 Sp.cuU
48 A cold
60 Toaautar a
command
HI Lafandavy Cr»
lanprincaaa
83 Wa«a
86 ChinoMharb
88 Lockjaw
IT — inUwbud
IB Word a omitlad.
in printing

LX)WN
1 Chattarboiaa
2 Parvaau
3 OnaofthaVar
mont AUana
4 Blaoayand
Biacayna
5 Balgtanclty
6 Maaaachuaatu
cap.
7 Mottlad
8 Sarvtc*
9 Danca
10 Wagon tangua
11 RamnanU

■

SI

31 Panama, lor
aiampla
33 MoalaltmtUva
34 Blanching aganl
38 Famoua magKian
36 Avaraga
37 Cnucal
38 Godofwinaand
farliuty
39 Pwco of wood lo
blockawhaal
40 A aonof Ebar
42 Baginmnga
44
Paul
43 Put up

can
appeal
with
the
candidate they support on
the primary ballot.
Financial
responsibility
for
attending
convention
is

the
the

responsibility
of
each
delegate.
according
to
Leahy.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

6/MY, VUKNOW

mmtutJSTASKW
I ME? ceAK. SWEET, ume
• EWE? SHE JUSTASKEP
ME IF AH» LOVES
ME. \,

urn KNOW, i MEAN.

«•»

HE'S NEV&l JXPME W^*
HXI HE FEELS! COESN7 A$m>
HIM?
mrsriwB tvuAs
ABrrSTRAN6e?!

\

NO, Of cause NOT!
BUTP0ffTrWSEE?ie
SHCUWHWElOLPMEgr OH,
N0WITHE&SS0ME1HN6 NOW
UKHi.GINNY.SOMEntm I

ItHATS

mgBft!.
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UM/ON6?1mWB>! HIM!
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PEACHES AND CREAM...
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NOW!
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CLaSSIFIED

CAMPUS CALENDAR

TWO

Yruas IN TK num..

MtEttn I lUi AT A COST OF

auaMaa

AT 2:00-7:30
AND9:45 PM
SUNDAY
'HINDENBURG"
AT 2:004:20-7:30
AND 945 PM

Test Anxiety Workshop-will explore ways to handle test
anxiety, i.e. relaxation & fantasy techniques. Rm. 320
Stud. Serv. 1-5 p.m.

The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union, 7 p.m.
All Campus Rock & Rol I Dance Clinic next Wed. Grand
Ballroom. Union, 7-9 p.m.

George C. Scott
|"Trvr7fridenburg"|g
--./nine I Bancroft.
_,— -.. .<»«.'«
a,«uu«woi'053*

Political, social, and economic development of Latin America through the
colonial and national periods. Emphasis on social and cultural alterations
and in the changing attitudes of the political and intellectual leadership.
3-5 TR, 4 hr.

Weekly General Growth Gp. meeting Rm. 320 Stud.
Serv. 3&5 p.m. Open to all w/pre-gp. interview. 2-2081
tor interview.
Sunday, February 8, 1976
BGSU Fin-n-Falcon Scuba Club meeting Natatorium, 8
p.m.
Active Christians Today Worship service Commons NE
cafe 10:30 a.m.

20^^Afro-^erlcanH^torv
3-5 MW, 4 hr.
(Roller), 1381
A survey of the history of black Americans from their African origins;
slavery and emancipation through the rural Southern and 20th century
urban experiences.
2U)^Latir^mer^ar^J>i^iza^oiT^U92-Pt£sent
10 WTWR
(Thomas), 1382

(Rowney), 1386

An examination of the government and social well-being in America, England,
and Russia in the 19th and 20th centuries. Attention to the history of the
identification of social problems such as care of the aged, public health
maintenance, and care of the Indigent. Evaluation of the relationship
between American, English, and Russian political-Institutional solutions
and the social environments out of which they emerged.
39^Amerlcansinth^Depression
10 KTWR, 4 hr.
(Sternsher), 1387
An Inquiry into the Impact of the Great Depression on the American people;
It will go beyond the national aspect to examine the impact on the states,
localities, families, and individuals.
39^Per3onalitle^ofth^AmericanRevolutlon 7:30-8:30 Th. evening & appt.,
wawaaBnnnnn^iBnnnnnnnnnnnBnnlnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnBanlj hr., (SkaRRs & Staff), 5561
Lectures by several members of the History faculty on important personalities
of the American Revolutionary era, e.g. Washington, Jefferson, Franklin,
George III. Readings on various topics.

■i wmn gsraa

l91^FamineandIndus^r^aHza^^nJ^Peasa

sn

Friday. February 6. ItW

Active Christians Today; Bible study 603 Clouqh St.
Noon.

Department of History
New Offerings, Spring 1976

3910riBinsoftheWeUareState

petilions so that iheir names v

...ALL SEATS ONLY SI.25...
FROM OPENING TIL 4:30 PM
CLOSING
CINEMA I
AN AMERICAN D«EAM.

TONIGHT
"HINDENBURG
AT 7:30
AND 9 4b PM
SATURDAY
'HINOENBURG'

■«•■ JLL PE TERSON & MARIANNE CHOS8Y

interested
in
becoming
delegates can contact their
county or city Democratic
organizations
for
more
information.
The delegates chosen at
the caucuses then
must
circulate
nominating

46 Hu»orut
Oaorgoand
family
49 Yugoolav ftgura
62 Urwautaymbol
54 Pyranaaa raaort

SATURDAY - SUNDAY
BARGAIN MATINEE

X AM A yAufliiryf^vj
1 AM K NM^Hiyr^ij

...ImmmilmiiilnkiitHmmiif'^^

their
own
but
persons

1

1

HELD
OVER

POSITIVELY
NO ONE
UNDER 17
...I.D.
REQUIRED'

PRESIDENTIAL
hopefuls are charged with

publicizing
caucuses,

«

i
1"

1 A* ArJJMttiy CflA

COME
EARLY'

University and moat of
Wood County, elects five
delegates
and
two
alternates.
Those numbers are based
on Democratic votes in the
1972 presidential election
and the 1974 gubenatorial
race.
The
first
step
in
becoming a district delegate
to the Democratic National
Convention in New York
City the week of July 11 is
to pick
a presidential
candidate to support and
attend his caucus March 12.

IB ■

BEST Student Bodies
on ANYcampus!!!

ALL
SEATS
$1.23

"RIGHT NOW, its just
like going to a horse race,
putling your money on a
horse,
and taking your
chances," Leahy explained.
District
caucuses . are
scheduled for Mar. 12.
On Mar. 11 a stalewide
caucus will be held at a yet

undetermined
site
in
Northeast Ohio to select the
38 at-large delegates and 19
at-large alternates.
State
party
leaders
are trying to c-rganize an
at-large slate of delegates
behind Sen. John Glenn as a
favorite son candidate.
•"There
is
so
much
fragmentation now. There is
no clear-cut leader," Leahy
explained.
An
at-large
delegation supporting Glenn
would assure state party
leaders a position on the
delegation and provide some
party unity, he said.
Congressional
district
five, which includes the

^ggj

1"
12 Catkin BoL
IS rihbquabna
14 City on tha
Run/
19 Fiah
22 Naptuna
24 Houaaon
wnaakin
Bnum
26 Sl.ndar aUlk
Bot
28 Undoraund
CoUo<l
30 Saagung

In
the
congressional
districts, each presidential
candidate who registers for
the Ohio primary will hold a
party caucus and assemble a
slate
of
delegates.
The
candidate
who takes the
district in the primary then
will
send
his
slate of
delegates to the convention.

LJ.i

■a
■

«

latlara

•"■

kwl^H

W-'-

46 Aayut'arivar

MIDNITE MOVIES
...FOR ADULTS

citizens, be at least 18 years
old, have been a resident of
the state, county and voting
precinct 30 days before the
primary election and not
have voted as a member of a
different political party in a
primary election for four
calendar years.
All delegates are pledged
to a presidential candidate,
according to Leahy.

Roots
Seavoy), 1385

Indonesia is used as a model to understand the problems facing peasant nations
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The first half of the course explains
the reasons for European imperial penetration and analyzes traditional peasant
lvalues in order to explain why peasant societies are vulnerable to periodic
famine. The second half examines the revolutionary changes that have transjformed England, Russia, Japan, and China in order to understand what changes
Imust take place if industrialization Is to succeed in peasant nations.

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes 7-9 p.m.

Recording Secretary. Love,
your Delta Zeta Sisters.
—n

' i^M

At Slud Shetland sheepdog
AKC registered. 352-0092
after 5.
Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.
At
a
loss about your
schedule or major? Give
PAAT a call. Peer Academic
Advising Team, 2-2657.

Lou.
Congrats
on
your
Alpha Phi activation. Have a
good time at the formal
with Jerry. Love, Skater.

The regular meeting of Kappa Delta Pi will be in the
Dogwood Suite at 5 p.m. Sunday. February 8.

ATTENTION
PRE-MED.
STUDENTS
Enrollments
are now being accepted for
tutoring for the up-comtng
April MCAT exam. Classes
will be offered locally. For
information
call
collect.
(614) 486-9646. Stanley H.
Kaplan Educational Center
1890
Northwest
Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43212.

LOST AND FOUND

352-2062

Gold high school ring w/
ruby stone lost around Kohl
Hall. If found, contact Dan
at 2-5042. Reward offered.

1 m. needed spr. 339 S.
Maple 352-3117. $65/mo.

HELP WANTEO

1 f. to sublse. apt. spr. qtr.
Close to campus. Call after
5 p.m. 352-6990.

Houseboy needed for spr.
qtr.
Call
2-2588
for
interview.

Need 1 f. rmmt. to sublet
house.
Spr.
Close
to
campus. 352-8284.

Crustys Pizza Pub need:
driver
w;
car
532
E.
Wooster. 352-3511.

F. rmmt. needed spr. qtr.
352-5050.

3 Managers
4 Assistant Managers
8 Salespersons
Ph. 287-3860 from 10-4
p.m. on Mon., Wed., and
Fri.

1 f. to sublet apt. spr. Call
Vicki at 352-9205.
1 f. needed* to sublet spr.
qtr. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.
Need 1 f. rmmt. to sublet
apt. Avail, now. 352-6171.

WANTED
Apt. to share now or spr.
must be close to campus, m.
rmmts.,
preferably
have
own rm.. 352-1792
1 m. spr. qtr. 85/mo. 5th St.
352-8280.
1 m. rm. needed, move in
immed.
two
btks. from
campus. Own rm., $60/mo.

1 I, to sublease spr. Qtr.
reduced rate. Call Denise,
352-4119. Haven House.
PERSONALS
Congratulations Candy and
Rick on your DZ-Marletta
Alpha Sig pinning. Funky!!
Congratulations Nancy Pope
on being elected Panhel

1971
Buddy
12
x
60'
air-cond,
shed,
skirted,
washer & dryer 155 Gypsy
Lane Estates. 352-8395.

520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apts. turn, air 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381.

George Halas is a TEKE Why aren't you?

Active Christians Today: Bible studies: 603 Clough St.
3&6 p.m.

FOR RENT

Congrats on your Alphe Pni
activation you deserve it
WOG. Love, Crayola and all
your flooi buddies.

Stud. Coun. for Excep. Child, business meeting Rm. 102
Life-Sci. Bidg., 7:30 p.m. Open.

Child & Family Devel. Club Plant Sale Foyer. Union. 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.

1966
Ford,
$125.
823-8483. Local call.

1973
Glenbrook
mobile
home 14 x 64 furnished,
many extras on natural gas.(
Lot
in
BG
excellent
condition.
874-8330
between 5:30-10:30 p.m.

Swiss Team Bridge Tourn. Browsing Rm.. Union. 1:15
p.m. Open to reg. bridge players in teams of four.

Judo Club practice/work-out Rm. 201 Hayes 7:30-9:30
p.m.

1974 Gremlin X auto, 0 cyl.
ph^3_52-3291, 352;6078.1

VALENTINE
"U's" and
"T'S"
print
your
personalized message. THE
DEN.

Send a singing Valentine.
Sign up table in Memorial
Hall Feb. 9-12.

Monday. February 9, 1976

'W

AOPi's - Congratulations on
your new pledge class, good
luck. The AX-s.
"Let's go to the Hop" dat's
where it's at!!!

STUOENT APARTMENTS.
3521800 or 352-4671.
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED AC? FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS ONLY ELECTRIC,
$74/MO. PER STUOENT.
LOCATED
AT
521
E.
MERRY NEAR CAMPUS,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
•2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON, '
FURNISHED, AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
LOCATION. *FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
1
bdrm.
turn,
apt
to
sublease
for
spr.
Call
352-4923 after 5.
Mobile
home,
Howard's
Trailer Court. Ph. 352-7101.

AX's - Get set to ski. sled
and have fun in the snow;
tomorrow is the ski trip, get
ready to go. Get psyched!

1
Single rms. for m. & f.
students w/ cooking & near
campus. Spr. qtr.'352-7365.

FOR SALE

Apt. to sublease, avail, for 2
or 3 m., contact at Newlove
Apts. Apt. 4-D, 521 E.
Merry St. after 5 p.m.

Like pew Conn trumpet.
Used 6 wks. $165.00. Call
352-2078.
Neon Buckeye Beer sign.
Perfect $35. 352-5928.
1966 VW bug. $400. Call
352-1236. Good deal.
Mamiya C-33 system with
eye level
finder. 80mm,
105mm,
180mm
lenses.
$300. 352-4264.
Puppies-Airedale & mixed. 7
wks.
shots
a
wormed.
352-5029 after 8 p.m.
EPI 201 speakers (2) perfect
cond Still under warranty.
$300 878-4646.
Custom pool cue. 19 oi.
excel, cond. 372-3430.

i
Apt. to sublet spr. qtr. close
to
campus,
call
Mark
372 2003 or 352-8844.
1 bd. turn. apt. for spr. qtr.
All utll.
& cable incl.
352-1186.

Campus Manor now renting
for sum. & fall. Soecial
summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up. All utll.
pd. except electric. Gas,
heat a a/c. Ph. 352-9302 &
352-7365 eve.
Lrge 2 bdrm. apts. for 4
students near campus. $80
to 85/mo. per student. 9
mo. leases Ph. 352-7365.

(
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Woody, make the graceful exit
By Bill Eslep
Asristant Sporli Edilof

..

Well, it's time to disclose
my ' true" identity is an
Ohio State football fan and
former
Woody
Hayes
supporter.
And why not? When you
live in Columbus for 20
years, like I have, backing
the Bucks is' a hereditary
factor.
You know, you come out
of the incubator when
you're bom with scralet and
gray diapers on. You utter
"Go
Bucks"
before
"Mommy" and your first
shirt is an Ohio State
football jersey with the
number one imprinted on
the back.

YOUNGSTERS DREAM
of someday playing in the
huge horseshoe for the
"immortal" Hayes. Those
who don't eventually make
the grade and play for
Woody, spend half their
income to sit among 88,000
other fanatics and watch a
game from the last row of
the "C" deck.
In grade school, you say
the "Pledge of Allegiance"
and proceed to sing "The
Buckeye Battle Cry."
On a football Saturday,
downtown streets are as
crowded as a University
dormitory during a fire drill.
Everyone is cuddled up with
radios in their homes, living
and dying with every play.
If you value your life.

you don't show any signs
that you're a University of
Michigan supporter.
ARE WE crazy? Yes.
Stupid?
Well.
maybe.
Gullible? Definitely.
You see. badmouthing
the Ohio State football
team or Woody Hayes'
philosophy in Columbus is
as sinful as cursing Pope
Paul-you just don't do it.
The Columbus press and
the Ohio State athletic
department tell you that the
Buckeyes are number one
and Hayes is God.
"I've suffered through
those Rose Bowl and
Michigan
game
disappointments and I've
labored through all the trials

and tribulations of Woody's
tenure.
But wait. Woody, what
have you done now?
I was there at Ann Arbor
in 1971 when you broke
those sideline markers ovet
your knees following a
controversial call that could
have won the game lot you.

And even, as painful as it
was, when you didn't talk
to the press after this year's
Rose Bowl lots. Woody, I
tried to understand yout
actions.
I attempted to put myself
in your shots and ask,
would I have been able to
face
those
"ugly"
sportswnters after a loss
that meant so much.
But. now Woody, you've
gone too far.

I WAS with you. Woody,
when you broke that Los
Angeles
Times
photographer's
cameia
he!ore the 1973 Rose Bowl.

FIRST YOU won't talk
to the press, now you won't
talk to yout own players'1
Woody, you have a
responsibility as a coach and
a man. When you decide to
drop a player from your

I agreed with you.
Woody, when you gave the
man a warning. You wete
trying to conduct a coaches'
meeting
on
the
sideline-right'

Tankers face tough MAC foes
By David Smercina
Staff Writer
The Falcon tankers will
travel
to
Kent
State
University (KSU) today to
swim against the probable
Mid-American Confetence
(MAC) champions, and then
return home tomorrow to
meet Ball State University
(BSU).
"Kent should win the
(MAC)
championship.
They're strong in all
events," Falcon coach Tom
Stubbs said. "We can't win
the meet. Nobody in the
conference will beat either
Kent or Miami."

Tomorrow's meet, slated
for 1:30 p.m. at the
Natatotium. will find the
competition more on the
Falcons' level. Stubbs said
he looks for a close meet
with BSU.
A BREAKDOWN of the
BSU meet gives Bill State
the edge in the butterfly
and the spnnts, where it has
MAC-ranked swimmers. BG
gets the nod in the distance
events and the individual
medley due to depth. The
backstroke and breaststroke
line up evenly, with any
edge going 10 the Falcons,
again due to superior depth.

E.M.P.A.

MEN!
WOMEN'
JOBS ON SHIPS'

EMOTIONAL
MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

Amancan. Foreign. No
tMp«rt«nc« required. Eiccallant
My. VVorldwida trawl. Summit
lob or carMr. Sand S3 00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dapl I
17 Bon 2049. Port Anfjalaa,
Waihinolon 98362

352-6236

DELTA SIGMA PI
CONGRATULATES

Anne
McMillin

Diving could prove to be
pivitol. Kurt Seibenick is
the only Falcon boardman
and he has to win both
events to prevent BSU from
gaining valuable points. The
dilemma is caused by the
continued absence of Jed
Cole, out with a broken
foot
Stubbs said he was
concerned over the fact that
Ball State's relay teams both
have better times than those
of the Falcons. He said that
the first event, the 400
medley relay, could be the
most impottant of the day.
"WE HAVE a chance to
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•57.50*
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6
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-..
ft
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Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat e> air
Laundry fac. in bldy
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information, Call
352-e2f3

win the meet, but we have
to swim real well," he said,
"especially since the team is
being hit by colds and some
minot aches and pains."
Even though a win over
Kent seems to be an
impossibility. Stubbs said he
can't be disappointed with
his squad. Although winning
the MAC appears unlikely
for the Falcons. Stubbs'
goal is a strong BG finish at
the league championships.
"We're going along pretty
well so tat this year, even
though we've lost some

guys, which is a minor
letdown." he said. "We're
working as hard as anybody,
and with a good tapet we
could come on strong at the
end of the season."
THE BG COACH said he
especially is pleased with
the
improvement
of
freshman Mark Hammann
"He's dropped his time in
every event in the last two
weeks," Stubbs said. "He
has a chance of winning the
100 freestyle Saturday."
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of skipping town like a
fugitive.
Woody, your time has
come. You are a legend, but

please make an exit like a
legendary figure would.
Don't let someone else
make it for you.

U.S. icers battle Soviets
The
United
States
Olympic hockey team, fresh
off an 8-4 win over
Yugoslavia
in
the
preliminaries of the Winter
Games
in
Innshurck,
Austria, will meet the
defending champion Soviet
Union team tonight on
ABC-TV.
The win over Yugoslavia
put the United Stales into
the Group A bracket,
eligible for cither a gold ,
silver or bronze medal. The
Russian team, winners in
1972 at Sapporo. Japan,
primarily is made up of
members of the same tea. i
which
mastered
the
National Hockey League in
a recent U.S. tour.
DOUG ROSS and Bob
Dobek, two former Falcon
icers, will be on the number
one line tonight, along with
Steve Jensen, a graduate of
Michigan Tech. Ross scored
a goal in Tuesday's win over
Yugoslavia.
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Bill Koch, a 20-year-old
cross country skier in his
first Olympic", and Sheila
Young,
a
2^-yeat-old
multitalented speed skater
from Detroit* gave the
United States its first
medals-hoth
silver-and
Americans placed three
skiers in the top 15 of the
downhill yesterday at the
12th
Winter
OlympicGames.
Austrian
ace
Franz
Klammer
captured
the
downhill as expected, but
Andy Mill of Aspen. Colo.,
with a sixth-place finish, led
a creditable U.S. showing in
the showcase event of the
Alpine program as the
Wintct
Games
moved
ihiough their second day.
Koch, from Guilford. Vl..
turned in the day's biggest
surprise when he gave the
I'.S. its first medal ever in a

Nordic skiing event. Koch
followed Sergey Saveliev of
the Soviet Union across the
finish
line
in
the
.'0-kilomeler cross country
event. clocking one hour, 30
minutes. 57.84 seconds as
compared
lo SavHiev's
1:30 :'U8.
Young, a veteran of the
last Winter Games at
Sapporo as well as the last
Summer Games at Munich
as a cyclist, turned up for
the Olympics by setting a
world record at 500 meters
last week. She was not
expected to do well at the
li'iiivi distances here, but
she Hashed around the
1.500-meter speed skating
course in two minutes.
17.06 seconds lo wind up
second only to Galina
Stepanskaya of the Soviet
Union, who won the event
in 2:16.58.

APRIL 15 DEADLINE

27 Italian Medical and 9 Veterinary
Schools Accept American Students
Mrdical and veterinary school aspirant:*, who *>e Ihinhinij ot applying to Italian medical schools and (heir families must act
immediately New Italian Qovemment regulations requite lhai preinscription applicadons be liii>d with the Italian Embassy in Wash
D C and Italian Consulates before April 15 tor consideration lor
medical and veterinary school admission in the fall ot 1976
27 dishnqu^hod Italian medical schools accept Americans
Several hundred Americans now a'o studying at Italian medical
and veterinary schools
Ail applications must reach the Italian Embassy and Consulates
belore April 15 Medical dental and votennary school aspirants
who need assistance in language and cultural orientation and
preparation before during and alter medical school to enable the
practice of medicine in ine U S should contact the institute ot
International Medical Education The institute has helped more
American men and women enter European medical and velennary
schools than any other organization
Ol the approximately 4Q000 premeds and graduate students
who wilt apply to American medical schools thu year about 35%
will be M copied Coni.iri Student inlormahon Office
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
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squad, as you did delensive
tackle Nick Buonamici 10
days ago. why couldn't you
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PART-TIME WORK
MALE AND FEMALE
'4.52 - 5.52 PER HOUR
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR
ANTICIPATED OPENINGS OCCURRING THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR. YEAR ROUND WORK INVOLVED
STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXCERTION LOADING AND
UNLOADING PARCELS, DURING EARLY MORNING
AND LATE EVENING HOURS. APPROXIMATELY
SHIFT MIDNIGHT TO 4 AM AND 5 AM TO 9 AM.
APPLICANTS MUST BE IN GOOD PHYSICAL
CONDITION 18 YRS OR OLDER AND NOT
OTHERWISE GAINFULLY EMPLOYED.
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY AND TUESDAY
FEB. 9-10 BETWEEN 2 PM - 6 PM ONLY AT
RAMADA INN 2340 S. REYNOLDS TOLEDO, OHIO
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specia' guest star

KENNY ROGERS
SHOW

Valentino's Day?
Want to surprise your big or little?
Send them a

APPEARING ALSO
MADI-BOKE

singing valentine

SUN. FEB. 15. 1976
OHIO NORTHERN
UNIVERSITY

Your choice of W original compositions
only 25' a song.

Ada. Ohio
»5°° Advance *6°° Door
AVAILABLE FEB. 9th at FINDERS
and UAO TICKET OFFICE

Looking for a unique gift
for your sweetheart for

Sunday Feb. 8 Anderson Arena
$6.00 reserved. $5.00 general admimon
tick*! on seitt at Union Ticket Office

All songs will be delivered
IN PERSON
by the Lovely Ladles of Royal Green Feb. 13
Sign up In Memorial Hall
10 am • 4 pm Fab. 9 • 12

Harris is latest injury victim
By Dick Re«
Sporti Editor

televised

contest

against

Miami.

The injury curse that is
haunting the Kalcons struck
again.

It may be the worst blow
of the season to the
Falcons, who are becoming
used to such luck lately.
"It was sore last night
(Wednesday)," Harris said
softly. "I hope I can play
and I should be able to go.
but it II be sore. If I just can
get started, I think I can be
alright."
Coach Pat Haley wasn*t
as optimistic and was visibly
upset with the situation.

HARRIS HAS a pulled
muscle in his thigh, and
even though he later donned
a pair of swcais and shot a
few
hoops, his status
remains
doubtful
lor
tomorrow's
regionally

"I CAN'T explain it (all
the injuries)," he said alter
he sent his cagcrs through
an hour and a half drill.
"There's just nothing you.
can do about it.
"It's easy to get down

Trie pain was evidcnl on
his face as Tommy Harris
lay on the trainer's table.
A student trainer gently
nibbed ice over his swollen
right
thigh
as
Harris'
teammates went through
their
daily
practice
yesterday.

with what's happened to
our team in the last week,"
he continued. "But we can't
moan about it and we're not
going to make alibis, we're
just going to play."
Senior captain Andre
Richardson suited up for
yesterday's practice, but
still is bothered by an ankle
injury suffered a week ago.
He remains very doubtful
for tomorrow's game.
Things just don't seem to
be going right for the
Falcons. Ouickie James and
Greg Kampe both went
down in practice with ankle
injuries, but were back on
their lect within minutes,
probably realizing that there
isn't anybody to replace
ihem.

And freshman guard John
Fitzpatrick took a nasty
elbow to the mouth that
drew blood from his lower
lip.
THE THIN and battered
Bowling Green troops rale
the underdog in tomorrow's
clash, set for a 3 p.m. tip-off
in Anderson Arena.
Miami, 11-6 overall and
7-1 in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), is one
of the best shooting teams
in the league. Coach Darrcll
llcdnc's Redskins will pit
their conference-leading free
throw
percentage
and
third-leading
field
goal
percentage against the 8-10
Falcons, who sport a 4-4
MAC log.
"Miami has just so many

good shooters that we're
thinking
of
going
man-to-man
(defense,)"
Haley said. "For us to have
any chance, we got to play
to our strengths and get a
lot of scoring out of (Ron)
llammye."
Hammye,
the
6-9
sophomore, had 24 points
and
14
rebounds
in
Wednesday night's 100-75
loss to Syracuse.
"HAMMYF
PLAYED
super against Syracuse and
he looked tough today
(Thursday) in practice," the
BG coach said. "He looks to
me like he's getting better
and better and he really
showed
me
something
against Syracuse."
llammye,
Norvain
Morgan and John Arnold
will probably open in the
BG frontcotirt tomorrow,
with the backcourt spots
being tilled by cither James,
Jim I'ccklcy. Harris or Greg

returning starter from last
year's 19-7 outfit.
Goodyear is averaging
17.8 points per game, and is
currently the MAC's second
best free throw shooter
(.875).
SOPHOMORE
Archie
Aldridge. a 6-5 transfer
from Honda State, lias been
having some big games for
the Redskins recently and
brings a I 5.3 scoring norm
inlo tomorrow's tusle.
Another sophomore, 6-6
Randy Avers, completes the
Miami
front line. He's
averaging 11.3 points per
game.
Sophomore
John
Shoemaker, a 6-2 guard, is
Miami's next best scorer
with a 10.6 average, and
he's the MAC's best free
throw
shooter
and
fourth-best
field
goal
gunner. Teammate Aldridge
ranks fifth in MAC floor
shooting accuracy.

Kampe.
The Redskins, who have
lost to national powers
Cincinnati,
Kentucky,
Marquelte and Michigan.
boKl a talented Iron! line,
headed by junior forward
Chuck
Goodyear,
a

*•*
Coach Chris Ragsdalc's
BG junior varsity (541 will
match hoops with Brun's
Insurance in tomorrow's
prelim, beginning at 12:30
p.m.

The BG New

:>^
'Hollywood' doubtful for
(Newspholo by Dan Feicht)

tomorrow's

tussle
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Mature matmen meet Kent
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

Bench

It's not a very promising situation on the Falcon basketball team's bench, as this
photo shows, with two starters in street clothes. From left to right: Greg Kampe,
Dan Hipsher. Andre Richardson, Norvain Morgan, head coach Pat Haley, and
assistants Mike Ehrenfried and Don Purvis (Newspholo by Mindv Milligan)

Ever heard of indoor track?
By Bill Eslep
Assistant Sports Editor
What is indooi track'.'
Well, for the l-alcon tracksters, the difference between
the indoor and outdoor campaigns goes beyond not having
an indoor facility to train in.
After running on a 440-yard outdoor surface most of the
year coach Mel Btodt's squad is forced to make the
idjuttmenl to a 220-yard, banked or unbanked track during
the winter season.
"MOST INDOOR tracks arc 220 yards or less." Brodt
said. "But in some cases you'll find a few oversi/ed tracks,
like the University of Illinois' which is 270 yards."
Brodt said an unbanked course offers the greatest
advantage to the inexperienced indoor runner.
"The banked tracks have sharper turns and it's more
difficult lo sit) in." Brodt said. "I've seen guys who have
broken then legs running on a hanked track."
But nevertheless, an indoor meet eliminates the poor
weather conditions that plague many outdoor events in the
early spring.
"YOU HAVE no weathei problems and you really have
an ideal situation Indoors," Biodt said. "But the menial
attitude may bother some people indoors "
Possibly bothered most aie the distance runners, who
face a great deal of boredom while running on the shorter
surface.
Unlike outdoors, where the NCAA sanctions races up to
six miles, the three-mile distance is as long as they run
indoors-and (hat's 24 trips around the track.
"Distance runners have to deal with monotony indoors,"
Broili said. "Running thai mans tunes in a circle boggles
with vour mind. They also can get blistcis early in the race
because of the heat inside the building."
INCLUDED AMONG the indoor distance races are the
800. 880. 1.000. mile, two and three-mile events.
The sprints oiler speedsters an opportunity to run in
shorter and longer laces than the outdoor campaign.
"There is really no difference in the sprints." Brodt said.
"If a runner teaches a lot of success he may only run in ihc
60 (yard dashl. and that could present some team
problems, especially in the relays."
The equivalents of the outdoor 100-yard dash event arc
the 60 and 300 Indoors.
"THE 60 IS basically Ihc only really short race." the BG
coach said, "but all good sprinter, should be able to
compete up to 440 yards."
The 440-yard dash is the lone indoor spring event also
run outdoors, but even at 600 yards, the runners still are
considered to be sprinters.
"The 600 is still a sprinters' race." Brodt said. "You run

.is last an open quarter as you can. run with lite same speed
and just extend yourself a little longer"
The biggest similianty between the two seasons comes in
the field events, where only the javelin and hammer throw
are not held indoois--(or obvious reasons.
Tlie lone addition lo the indooi field events is the 351b.
weight throw, never a Bowling Green stronghold, In fact,
the Falcons have not entered the events in this season's first
four meets.
The four jumps-long, high, triple and pole vault-as well
as the shot put also go indoors.
"THERE IS no dilference in the jumps except possible
inclement weather conditions outdoois and inadequate
runways indoors." Brodt said.
"I think the fans might enjoy Indooi meets more." the
BG mentor said "Tie action is closet, especially if you're
seated light by the track. It's a little more exciting."
And if you happen to be passing through Fast I ansing.
Mich. Ilus weekend, stop in at Mulligan Slate University's
Track, watch the Falcons run and discover the sport-it just
might be worth your time.

Johnny Cooks, assistant football coach at the
University, has resigned his position to join the
coaching staff at Northwestern University.
Cooks, 24, who coached BG's defensive ends last
season, will have similar duties with coach John Pont
at Northwestern.

Bowling Green kicked oil Us wrestling season with a ton
ol inexperienced college niatmcn.
On paper, II appeared I hat it might lake a year, at least,
lo build a degice of maturity on the mals.
But In the astonishment ol Falcon followers and coach
Bruce Bellard. the BG giapplers have giown up in a luniy
Dellaid's liicdup crew, now 0-0. will shoot toi Ms liflli
victory in Us last six Iocs tomorrow night al Kent Stale.
"TO WIN, we'll have lo gel a real good match from
everyone," Bellard said before yesleiday's workout. "I'd
s.iv we have a 50-5(1 chance, even though they have an edge
since we have lo travel over there.
"Tlie hig thing with ilus learn is that it's so case in work
with." Bellaid said. "We have good spirit and work haul all
ol the lime. They are so young that they waul to do il.

Because Michigan State
University (MSU) used an
ineligible swimmer in last
month's triple-dual meet
with Bowling Gieen and
Ohio State at Worthington
Swim Club, the Falcon
women tankers turned a
defeat into a victory.
MSU's women's athletic
director
Nell
Jackson
informed BG coach Jean
Campbell
Monday
that
Spa Handle Kallue Koloil
had
been
declared
academically ineligible when
she scored two firsts and a
third place against BG in the
Jan. 10 meet.
Jackson said MSU bad
two choices-either they

could I or lei l the meet or
forfeit Kolon's points. Tlie
choice was left up to
Campbell, who decided lliat
Kolon's points should be

forfeited.
The seven points gained
by BG in rescoring the meet
turned a 68-63 defeat into a
70-61
victory
for the

the new women's
total.care center
specializing in....
I up to 14 weeks)
call collect:

861-8900
(24 hour counseling)

than

Ball

that's just

"THERE'S NO question about it." Bellard said. "We arc
very similar to them though. Both teams have excellent
wrestlers lacing each other, especially in the 118
heavyweight classes."
i
Here are tomorrow's probable matchups Il8--I.iles vs.
Liptak (7-2). I 34-Frazier vs. Yakovich (5-3). 150-Kopf vs.
Michael (7-2). I 58 Mayer vs. Osgood (81).
167-l.eesehiiig vs. Speights [2-2). 177-Marty Buynak
(IS) vs. O'Brien (8-1-1), and heavy weight-Polhemus vs.
Kazee (6-2). Opponents lor Thomas (126), Kosch (142)
and Pal Wei fie ( I "Ol are unknown al this time.
,

MAC standings

Ball State

tankers. The loss was MSU's
second of the season. They
also lost to University of
Michigan. The win was a
long-awaited one for BG.
now 5-2.
"We're glad to have the
win. but I wish we could
swim against Michigan State
again with all their eligible

State, but

Bellaid thinks thai the Falcons will be facing Kent
Slate's besl wrestling team in live years.

FALCON VETERANS Hill Fia/ier (8-3-1). Joe Kosch
(8-3) and senioi walk-on Gerry I eesehurg (6-1-21 also
improve with age.
"We're quite a hit liellci than we weie when the season
Started," Bellard said. "If we could play Cincinnati and
loledo again and wrestle like we are now. there's no doubt
in my mind that we'd win.
"We've improved even match," he added. "In fact, I still

players," Campbell said. "I
hate lo Win a meet this way.
I'd like lo see if we could
beat them with someone
else
taking their girl's
(Kolon's) place."
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George Plimpton
to speak Tues. FEB 10 8 pm
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Western Michigan
Miami
Toledo
Kent State
Ohio University
HOWLING GREEN
Central Michigan

Save the News
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"In addition to thai, we have some kids with ability," he
added
Out of BG's talented freshmen and sophomore group,
which was supposed lo be so green from the season's onsel.
come 118-pound Jay I lies (10 21. heavyweight Jell
I'olliciiius (7-3) and .500 grapplcrs Rick Kopf, Mark Mayei
and Jerry Thomas.

MSU swimmer declared ineligible

abortion aid

Grid coach resigns

think

speculation,"

rand Ballroom
ADMISSION
FREE

MAC
8-0
7-1
6-2

4-3
4-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
0-8

Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois

OVERALL
17-0
1 1-6
10-6
0.8
8.0
8-10
' 10
8-9
7-11
2-15

Wednesday's results
Syracuse 100. BOWLING GREEN 7S
Virginia Tech 86. Ohio University 66
Western Michigan 80. Loyola 73
Eastern Michigan 91. Wayne 66
Tomorrow's games
Miami at BOWLING GREEN. 3 p.m. (regional television
Ball State al Eastern Michigan. 3 p.m.
Northern Illinois at Ohio. 3 p.m.
Western Michigan at Central Michigan. 2 p.m.
Kent State at Toledo, 7:30 p.m.
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Soft
Subtle
Sexy

bared bra's
and bilsy bottoms|

Vassarette
Get your choice
of student
suites now for
$ummor & fall
at:

ium
view

apartments

I student section
phone 352-5088

Bralette - *2.50
Bikini - '2.50

Books now on sale in
University Bookstore
in paperback
UAO

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

